
GROWING, GRAZING AND AMAZING 

Suggestions for discovering the natural treasures in 

your setting, encouraging diversity and offering fun 

and creative ways for your visitors to explore.  

 Explore with fresh eyes, ears, noses- what wild things already grow and live there and 

spend time appreciating it yourself. How does it help your well-being? Then ask how you can 

you make this accessible to others?  

 Give space for Nature- Allow wild areas to grow which are accessible Many of our Wild 

perennials aren’t invasive, are edible or useful and just want to grow- so why not let them… 

 The Permaculture Year- Observe what grows through four seasons- shady areas, frost 

zones- so planting and people spaces can be arranged according to the lie of the land. 

 Wildlife zones- no entry areas, where wildlife can be sensed at a distance. Can you c-operate 

with neighbours to preserve or create wildlife corridors?  

 Creating Nature Gardens- where you wish to plant gardens, consider a wild border or Forest 

Garden full of perennial edible and useful plants. Low maintenance and forage-able! 

 Create Sanctuaries Tweaks and features to encourage visitors to get comfy while they 

connect with the place. From a bird hide in the woods, to a sit log by the stream, to a woven 

willow bower or a bench by the herbaceous border! 

 Create Exploration Zones- no matter how small- define the area of exploration. This could 

be guided with Trails, hedges, borders and pathways. 

 Develop/ source bespoke signposting Resources. Could be as diverse as a handwritten label 

for an unusual edible, to a variety of Nature Trails or even recorded guides with stories of 

place or gems of information. 

 Build your skills and/ or find providers for In Person Events- Forage and Feast, Stories of 

Place, music and talks of local culture, Natural Craft using local materials, Garden Tours. 

 

 

 

 



Visitor Experiences  

 Safety- In woodlands 3 level risk assessment. Ground bush and canopy. Be sure you can 

identify poisonous plants and know your foraging plants or have an expert forager present. 

 Discovery Prompts- Nature Connection Sheets/ resources, In person Guided walks, 

Recordings, Signposts and Invitations. “Can you be still as this tree?” 

 Encourage explorers to find a “Sit Spot”-  a bench or just a sit mat in the shelter of a certain 

tree- a place to arrive, ground and be still in Nature. 

 Observing Beauty- Encourage them to really look and find the beauty that draws them- 

details of the small plants, wild life havens. 

 Experience through all Senses- Prompt with a sheet or board or facilitation. Add more 

structure with Spot it, hear it, smell it, Trails- varying difficulty for children or older people- 

matching photos, listening for bird calls, finding sensory experiences, following clues. 

 Get Creative- Install a Poetry corner in an inspiring spot, Simple Eco-Arts e.g. journey stick, 

painting with local earth and plants, tell a story of the place or locality. Pass the Story stick 

round the fire or use found Nature Objects for “lie-telling.” 

 In Person Events- Forage and Feast, Fireside Nature Tales and acoustic music, Local Legend 

Walks, Nature Craft workshops - e.g. spoons or willow weaving from your own wood etc 

 

Contacts: 

Perma-culture expert- Planning and sourcing for diverse planting/:  http://perennial-harvest.co.uk 

Nature Connection sessions or Resources www.natureconnects.org/  

Forest Garden Plants and Consultancy: www.agroforestry.co.uk (you can tour the mature Forest 

Garden at Dartington’s Schumacher College for inspiration.) 

Eco-Inspiration sessions: Laura Sky-Lark’s Email: storygardencornwall@gmail.com 
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